YEAR 1 LEARNING LOG – SUMMER 1 2018
Every week please ask your child to choose one of the activities below for their homework. Please date it on the grid when it has been
completed and sign the feedback sheet adding any comments about how your child approached/found the homework. If you need paper or other
resources to complete any of the tasks, please ask the class teacher and we will be happy to provide them.
Homework should be given in every Wednesday and books will be given back out on a Friday.

TOPIC: PAWS, CLAWS AND WHISKERS!
Visit your local library and search for books on
different animals and their habitats.
Read and talk with an adult about the books you
find.
Perhaps you could bring the books to school to
share with the class?

Look at the animals you see in your garden and
record these over a period of time in a bar chart.

Can you make up your own animal song or rhyme?
Can you teach it to your friends and perform it
to the class?

Write a report about your favourite animal or
an unusual animal.
Where does it live? What does it eat? How long
does it live? What sort of habitat does it live in?
Write about what makes this animal special and
why you like it.
WRITING CHALLENGE!
Design your own animal.
What features does it have?
How fast is it?
Where does it live?

Practise writing the numbers 0 – 50 in
numbers and words.

Draw, collage or paint your favourite animal
and where it lives.

MATHS CHALLENGE!
Ask friends and family what pets they have and
make a chart to show which is the most popular
pet.

CREATIVE CHALLENGE!
Create your own animal.
You can draw and label it, or make a 3D animal
using recycled materials.

Which animal did you see the most of?
Which was the animal you saw the least of?
What is your favourite?

Go on be creative!
Write about an adventure your animal has.
Each week you should practise counting in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s, learn your spellings, and read your reading book every day.

HOMEWORK FEEDBACK SHEET
Year 1 Summer 1 2018 – Paws, Claws and Whiskers!
Date

Comment from parent/ carer

Comment from class teacher

